repertoire profiling enables the counting of the number of transcripts associated with individual 32 antibody sequences, thus more dimensions need to be encoded in the tree structure visualization.
trees, the phylogenetic method cannot adequately construct proper tree structures for antibody 28 lineages, and many other tools have been developed to address this problem. However, there still 29 lacks of an adequate tool to visualize the resulted antibody lineage structures that are more 30 complicated than phylogenetic trees. In addition, high-throughput sequencing-based antibody 31 repertoire profiling enables the counting of the number of transcripts associated with individual 32 antibody sequences, thus more dimensions need to be encoded in the tree structure visualization.
33
Further, users may wish to manually adjust the tree structure for a special context. When doing 34 so, they may wish to maintain some biological constraints that are applicable in antibody lineage 35 tree structure, such as isotype switching constraints or different sampling constraints. Here, we easily be used to visualize networks with or without the biological constraints. We believe the 43 amount of information that can be displayed for complex antibody lineages, the interactive 44 interface, and the option of checking for biological constraints make COLT-Viz a versatile tool
Introduction

51
Lineage analysis is frequently used by researchers to analyze the evolution of different species of 52 organisms or to trace cellular development within an organism. Specifically in the immune 53 system, lineage analysis has been adopted to trace the mutational evolution of antibodies (1-3) 54 and understand selection pressure (4,5).
55
Typically, an antibody lineage is represented as a tree structure, which describes the 56 possible development path (i.e., edges in a tree) among all unique antibody sequences (i.e., nodes 57 in a tree). Traditionally, researchers used phylogenetic trees for antibody lineages; however, a 58 phylogenetic tree is a binary tree with all nodes presented as leaf nodes, which is not suitable for 59 antibody lineages (3). Much work have been done to construct tree structures specific to 60 antibody lineages (3,6,7); however, there is still a need for a tool to efficiently visualize these 
69
Based on special considerations, researchers may want to manually alter their tree structures by 70 changing or adding connections between nodes. When doing so, they may want to make sure that 71 these modified connections do not violate certain biological constraints. These constraints can 72 either be biological constraints (8) or constraints determined by experiment design (9).
73
Although many network visualization tools with powerful functions have been developed 74 (e.g., Cytoscape (10), Graphviz (11)), they were not designed for antibody lineage structure 
Results
140
Lineage Tree Visualization
141
We visually encode multiple properties of nodes and edges into the lineage tree visualization, so 142 users can understand these properties intuitively. Figure 1 shows an antibody lineage we found in 143 a young African child who experienced acute malaria twice in two consecutive malaria seasons 144 from our previous study (19) . 
150
The tree layout algorithm uses the well-known force-directed graph drawing algorithm points, and they lie in the outer leaves of the lineage. In addition, the relatively even distribution 165 of node heights indicates that the RNA copies of these unique sequences do not differ widely.
166
These visual features help immunologists quickly glean an overview of the evolution of this 167 antibody lineage over time. antibody lineage structure displaying window, users can drag on any node to reposition the tree.
182
Users can also click on any node to view the full antibody sequence and annotated information in year 2 pre-malaria infection (light purple), and year 2 acute malaria infection (dark purple).
296
Sequence 0 is the root and arrows point to the progeny sequences. Sequences from later time 297 exist in the outer leaves of the lineage, which represents their evolution overtime.
